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Part II

Teacher Education: Evaluation of Student Teaching
Student's Name

Banner ID

Date

Based on observation of your student teacher’s performance and/or examination of his/her records and other product outcomes, please assess his/her
development of the following competencies as an entry level teacher. Please make heavy black marks in the squares for the rating of the competency level.
Refer to the suggested list of performance indicators on the separate outcomes sheet to assist in the evaluation process. These performance indicators are
not finite.

Target (T) Acceptable (A) Unacceptable (U) No Opportunity to Assess (NOTA)
See Rubric for rating criteria.

MUSIC EDUCATION
Minimal Teaching Field Outcomes

T

1. Uses his/her singing voice effectively in instructional activities
2. Provides simple instrumental accompaniment (e.g. piano, guitar) for music classes or lessons
3. Displays knowledge of woodwind, brass, string and percussion instruments
4. Displays knowledge of the singing voice
5. Has formulated a philosophy of music education and its relationship to effective curriculum
development at elementary and secondary levels
6. Demonstrates appropriate personal characteristics during interaction with students
7. Demonstrates appropriate professional interest and motivation
8. Uses knowledge of music history and literature in class, rehearsal or lessons
9. Uses knowledge of music theory in class, rehearsal or lessons
10. Conveys stylistic characteristics of music to students
11. Demonstrates adequate preparation in fulfilling professional responsibilities
12. Utilizes effective methods of presentation in classroom, rehearsal, or group lessons
13. Demonstrates effective rehearsal techniques in working with vocal and instrumental ensembles
14. Demonstrates competency in musicianship
15. Demonstrates the ability to differentiate between maintaining appropriate control in the classroom
but not domination of classroom activities

16. Utilizes his/her performance ability in instructional situations
17. Organizes and notates sound (music notation) for various school situations
18. Verbalizes the expressive qualities of music in class and rehearsal
19. Demonstrates effectiveness in conducting musical performance by vocal and instrumental
ensembles
20. Demonstrates knowledge of the role administration and public relations as related to the
school music curriculum
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